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What Our Customers Say
'Thank you for some wonderful images that you captured of our wedding. Andrew and Steph
were both extremely helpful when discussing the packages they offered and answered all our
queries before the day. They are both professional and approachable and the perfect choice
for our day. The photo book is also fantastic, and the images are beautiful, once again
thanks!'
'Absolutely brilliant 1st class, can't recommend these guys enough, everyone loved the
photos, we couldn't be happier with them, don't hesitate book these guys for your event now!'
'Collected wedding photos today, we couldn't have asked for anymore. Andrew & Steph truly
captured our day and the photographs are absolutely amazing and everything we hoped they
would be! Would recommend to anyone!'
'Absolutely overwhelmed with the amazing job that @AndrewJamesPhot did with our wedding
photos. Love them!'
'Thank you so much you were amazing'
'We would like to say a massive thank you for the amazing photos you took on our wedding
day, we love them! You also made us feel very at ease and that helped capture our lovely
photos, we can't stop looking at them.'
'We would just like to pass on our thanks to Stephanie and Adam for such an amazing
experience on our wedding day.'
'Many thanks for the lovely photos!'
'We wanted to say thank you for taking such beautiful photos, they clearly highlighted how
incredible a day it was!'
'We are so very happy with them and we were so happy with Steph on the day, and had
comments from numerous guests on how lovely and friendly the photographers were, in
which we totally agree!'
'The photos are truly truly amazing! Thank you x'
These guys took some beautiful photos of our little boy when he was just a few days old, we
also used them to do a "photo booth" at our 30th birthday celebrations which was very
popular with our guests and all of them commented on how good the photographs turned
out... We genuinely would not go anywhere else for our photography needs now we have
found these guys!
'We had the most amazing day and thank you for being part of it! the pictures are amazing.'

'When my first child was due Andrew took us to place where he managed to take some
beautiful pictures of my partner, myself and the bump. A great experience and I would
definitely recommend this company for any events.'
'Stephanie and Adam worked very hard at our wedding, they were fun, adaptable,
approachable and nothing was too much, can't thank you enough.'
'I can highly recommend Andrew James photography... that's me in the photo with the beard,
and whenever Andrew was around from when we had photos getting ready, at the church or
during the speeches he made it a fun and comfortable experience.'
'Stephanie was such a great help to Rachel and was there for her all day which she really
appreciated, she felt so at ease and very comfortable to have her around.
We really appreciate all of their hard work for us on the day and we will definitely be
recommending you to others as we were so impressed, with love and best wishes'
'100% across the board'
'Thank you so so very much Steph, you made us feel so comfortable and relaxed and we are
so pleased we asked you to capture our special day. Thanks again'
'This is a great preview shot! Very much looking forward to seeing the rest, thanks for
capturing our special day'
'Many thanks, the photos are amazing!'
'Thank you so much, the photographs are amazing.'
'Thank you Stephanie and Andrew you were amazing '
'Nicely balanced, photogs nightmare of position of sun and clear sky's, clap clap from me.'
'Beautiful wedding photography, stunning images, friendly staff'
'I had photos taken of my daughter's first Christmas and her christening and they were magic,
Andy and Steph captured her perfectly even though she wasn't in the mood and they gave us
so many great pics, would highly recommend them. Thanks guys'
'Very friendly excellent pictures highly recommend'
'Andrew took some beautiful family photos for us just after our son was born, would definitely
recommend him to anyone wanting great quality family photos.'
'We've just seen them, they look great!'
'Andy and Steph were brilliant when we took my two children and nephew for a photo shoot
and the photos were great!'
'Top class professional family run business'
'Thank you so much for sending me the photos... We love them!'
'Just like to say we are really pleased with the photos!'
'Great photos, really friendly and great with my little girl! and despite her trying to be difficult
they still got some fantastic pictures of her!'

'Thank you for the beautiful pictures you took of our wedding! The pictures truly demonstrate
how incredible the day was! Steph and Andrew were very supportive, offering advice when
needed and taking pictures in the way we'd hoped. Thanks again!'
'Hey! Just wanted to say thank u for photoing our day! We had such an amazing time! Really
look forward to seeing them X'
'Hey! Thank u so much! I looked at the photos this morning they look lovely!'
'Many thanks for the prompt issue of email and photos, we love them thank you.
Could you please thank Steph for the lovely way she approached the day, very low key and
professional way in which the photos were taken.'
'Thank you for the beautiful photographs and to Steph for putting up with us on the day!,
we've had so many lovely comments from other guests on the brilliant quality of the photos
and how lovely, professional (and invisible!) Steph was on the day. We're so happy we chose
you to capture our special day and can't wait to see the printed versions.'
'Thank you so much, we love them and literally can't stop looking at them!'
'We just wanted to say a huge thank you for capturing our special day you were both
fantastic. Also thank you for our lovely wedding card the photo preview is fantastic and we
can't wait to see the rest.'
'Thank you so much! You did a fantastic job and both made us feel so comfortable.'
'Thank you guys! You've got some great photos! :)'
'Wow, all the photographs you took look great, we are pleased and thank you for everything
on our wedding day, you made us feel very relaxed and our photos are amazing.'
'We have been able to view the photos and they are wonderful!'
'Thank you for the wedding photos we are really pleased with them.'
'Thanks again for the amazing photos, it took us so long to whittle them down! But we've done
it'
'I must say that we've had brilliant feedback from everyone who has looked at the gallery!'
'Pete and I are delighted with our wedding photos! Thank you so much!'
'We are really pleased with the photos, thank you for capturing the atmosphere of the day.
You made us feel really comfortable and we had lots of positive comments about you from
our guests.'
'Just wanted to say a massive thank you for the photos they are beautiful and the cd disc is
nice too with the image on front. Thank you for bearing with me :). Thanks for everything'

